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NTRODUCTION 
CHAPTER I 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
1.1. In many branches of science and engineering we deal 
with different kinds of sequences and series and when we 
deal with these it is important to check their convergente. 
The use of infinite matrices is of great importance, we can 
bring even the bounded or divergent sequences and series in 
the domain of convergence. So we can say that the theory of 
sequence spaces and their matrix maps is the bigger scale 
to measure the convergence property. Infinite matrices have 
various applications towards quantum mechanics, analytic con-
tinuation, Fourier series, Walsh-Fourier series, fixed point 
theory and Markov chains. For pioneering researches that, 
led to this theory, the credit goes •• inter-alia' to Hardy, 
Cesaro, Boral, Norlund, Riesz; Silverman, Toeplitz, Kuttner, 
Wilansky, G. Kothe, Kojima, Schur and others. 
The classical theory of the transformations of complex 
sequences by complex infinite matrices is associated largely 
with the names of Silverman, Toeplitz, Kojima and Schur. The 
basic results on matrix transformations may be conveniently 
found in the books by HARDY [8], COOK [4], MADDOX [18]. In 
Hardy's book one also finds detailed accounts of numerous 
special matrices, or means, e.g. the means of Cesaro, Norlund, 
and Boral. Apart from the basic Toeplitz-Kojiraa-Schur theo-
rems. Cook, Unlike Hardy, tends to deal with some of the more 
general aspects of the theory of infinite matrices, though 
like Hardy his treatment is essentially classical. Nonfunc-
tional analytic methods are employed, and the sequences and 
matrices considered are restricted to be real or complex. 
A decisive break with the classical approach was made 
by ABRAHAM ROBINSON [26], when he considered the action of 
infinite matrices of linear operators from a Banach space on 
sequences of elements of that space. In the classical theory 
of matrix transformations, one of the basic problems is the 
characterization of matrices which map a sequence space E 
into a sequence space F. The first step in this characteri-
zation is the determination of the Kothe.-Toeplitz dual of E » 
also called the S-dual. The idea of dual sequence spaces was 
introduced by KOTHE and TOEPLITZ [13], whose main results 
concerned a-duals. Certain topologies on a sequence space 
involving 3 and a-duality have been examined by GARLING [6]. 
For certain special sequence spaces there are some interes-
ting results given by LASCARIDES fl5]. 
Thanks to an ever increasing interest in recent times 
a good contribution have been made in this direction. The 
theory of sequence spaces and their matrix maps has made 
remarkable advances in enveloping duality theory via unified 
techniques effecting matrix transformations from one sequence 
space into another. Thus we have several important applica-
tions of the theory of sequence spaces. Apart from this, 
the theory of sequence spaces is powerful tool for obtaining 
positive results concerning Schauder bases and their associa-
ted type. Mathematicians, like Cesaro, Boral, Norlund, Riesz 
and others have studied the general theory of matrix trans-
formations motivated by special and classical results in 
sumraability theory. On the other hand, in most cases the 
most general linear operator on one sequence space into another 
is actually given by an infinite matrix. The well known 
German mathematician 0. Toeplitz, first observed in 1911; 
that the techniques of linear space theory can be used to 
characterise matrix transformations. Later the Banach Stein-
hgus theorem and related results became useful tools in dea-
ling with such problems. 
Presenting some basic definitions and notations that 
are involved in the present work, the author proposes to give 
a brief resume of the hitherto obtained results against the 
background of which the main results studied in the present 
thesis suggest themselves. 
1.2. NOTATIONS AND BASIC SEQUENCE SPACES; 
The primary aim of this section is to introduce some 
notations and basic definitions on some sequence spaces of 
which we shall make frequent use in the rest of this work with-
out further references. 
The symbols are denoted as follows: 
fN 
fR 
C 
A 
All 
X=(Xj^) 
Set of positive integers. 
Set of all real numbers. 
Set of all complex numbers. 
The matrix (a , ) , (n,k = 1,2,...) 
ri K 
sup Z |a^J. 
n k 
the sequence whose kth term is x, 
lim x,= lim x, ; E = Z ; sup = sup ;(x(k)) = (x.) 
k '^  k^ oo '^  k k = l k k = l,2... 
Definitions: A sequence space is a set of scalar sequences 
(real or complex) which is closed under coordinatewise addi-
tion and scalar multiplication. In other words a sequence 
space is a linear subspace of the space s of all complex 
sequences. 
s :={x = (x, ) : X, £ R or $} , k k 
(t» := The space of all finitely non-zero sequences 
Ji^ :={x = (xj^): suplxj^ l < <»} 
k 
The space of bounded sequences. 
c :={x = (x, ): lira x, = i , i c t) 
^ k , k k 
The space of convergent sequences 
c : = {x = (x,): lira x, = 0} . 0 ^ k , k k 
The space of all null sequences. 
£ ,c,c being the Banach spaces with the norra, 
CO ' ' Q ° '^ ' 
x| I = sup |x. 
We have $ C c cz c c:. i , the inclusion being strict. We 
write e, and e to denote k 
e^ = (0,0,0 1 (kth place),0,0,0,...) V k e N. 
e = (1,1,1,...,!) 
A sequence x = (x,) is called a Cauchy sequence if 
and only if |x -x | ->• 0, (m,n •* °°) that is for any 6 > o, 
there exists N = N(e) such that |x -x | < e, for all 
n,m ^ N. 
{f:={x = (x,): |x -X i ^ -0, as n,m >«>} . 
The set of all Cauchy sequences, we have c C C C ^^. (see 
MADDOX [18]). 
However, by well established convention we define, 
Y :={a = (aj^): x e c} = (a: Za, converges} # 
The space Y,of all convergent series. 
ilj: = {a = (a^):Z|a^| < "} . 
The space £,, of all absolutely convergent series. Then we 
have 
I, d y cz c c r c = C c i £ , the inclusion being strict. 1 0 °° 
We also need the following sequence spaces: 
cs:={x e s : Z X, converges} 
k " 
bs:={x £ s : ( Z x.) is bounded}. 
k = l " n 
: 7 
For an arbitrary sequence of positive reals p = (Pi-)i._if the 
following sequence spaces were introduced and investigated by 
MADDOX [17] and SIMONS [31] 
Jl^ (p):= (X = (Xj^ ):sup |xj^ | < «>} , 
k 
PK 
c(p):= {x = (x ):|xj^ -ii| > 0, for some I £ C }, 
c^(p):= (x = (xj^):|x^| ^ ^ O) 
£(p):= {x = (x. ): Z |x I ^ < coj 
^ k=l " 
1.3. ORDER NOTATION 0 AND o: 
If g is a positive function of a variable which tends 
to a given limit, we shall write 
f = o(g), 
If f/ •> 0, and 
f = 0(g) 
if |f|/ < K. In particular, f =: o(l), means that T -> 0, 
and f = 0(1) means that f is bounded. 
; 8 
1.4. CLASSES OF MATRICES; 
Let X and Y be two non empty subsets of the space s. 
Let A = (a , ) , (n,k; = 1,2,3,...), be an infinite matrix of 
n K 
real or complex numbers. By (X,Y) we denote the class of all 
00 
matrices A such that the series A (x) = X a , x, converges 
n , , nk k ^ k= 1 
for all X £ X (n = 1,2,...) and the sequence Ax = (A (x)) 
will be called the A-transform of x. lim Ax = lira A (x) when 
r^^  n^ 
it exists. 
If X e X implies Ax £ Y, we 3^ay that A defines a 
matrix transformation from X into Y, denoted by A £ (X,Y). 
By (X,Y;P)_matrix, we mean the subset of (X,Y) - matrix for 
which limits or sums are preserved. 
Let A e (c,c). Then A is called a conservative (or 
convergence preserving) matrix. If in addition, 
lim A (x) = lira x , then A is called reeular and'we write 
n n 
n n 
A e (c,c;P). 
For a conservative matrix A, 
X(A) = lim Z a^ i^  - Z (lim a^^) 
n k k n 
13 called the characteristic of A. The numbers lira a , , 
nk 
n 
: 9 
and lira ^ a , are referred to as characteristic numbers of A 
, nk 
n k 
Let A e (c,cj. Then A is co-regular if and only if 
)((A) t 0, and A is co-null otherwise. 
An infinite matrix A is coercive if and only if, 
ax £ c, for all x e J, , i.e. A E (5, ,c). 
oo oo 
1.5. DUAL S P A C E S : 
Let X C s. Then 
X*^ : = {a = (3),)= ^ l^ k'^ 'kl ^ °°' '^^^ each x L X} , 
k=l 
X^:= {a = (.a.): Z ^i,^), is convergent, for each x E X}, 
k= 1 
and 
n 
X^: = (a = (a,):sup| Z 1^,^ 1, | < °°» '^^ ^ each x E X} , 
n k=l 
are called a-(or Kothe-Toeplitz), 3-(or Generalised Kothe _ 
Toeplitz; and Y~duals of X respectively. We can show that 
$ d X^ ' cr X^ C X^. If X d Y then Y^C xt tor f = a,3 or y 
it is clear that X C x"*"*". If X = x"'"'' then X is 
called a f-space. In particular, a f-space is called a Kothe 
space or a perfect sequence space. 
10 
Now assume that the sequence space X carries a linear 
topology. Then X' denotes its topological dual that is the 
elements of X' are the continuous linear functionalson X. 
While considering matrix transfor.Tiations from X to Y 
(X,Y^ sequence spaces), it is the 6-dual X rather than 
a 
ot-dual X which is relevant. In order that an infinite mat-
rix A = (a , ); n,k £ (N should transform X into Y it is 
in the first phase necessary that Ax should be defined for 
00 
all X £ X. This means that, for any fixed n, A (x)= X a ,x, 
n , , n K K k=l 
converges for all x £ X. But it need not converge absolutely, 
so the condition is that, for every fixed n, the sequence 
(a , ) (that is the nth row of the matrix A) should belong to 
v3 
1.6. A-SEQUENCES 
If Ax = (x, -X, J, KIZMAZ [11] defined k k+1 '- ' 
and 
A^(A):= fx = Cx^): Ax £ i j ; 
c(A) := (x = (=^ 1^ ): Ax £ c} ; 
c^(A):= (x = (X|^): Ax E c } 
11 
These spaces are Banach spaces with norm 
x| 1^ = Ix^ l + l I Ax M ^ . 
Now define S:il^ (A) -^ ^^(A), x = Sx = y = (o,x .x^). It is 
clear that S is a bounded linear operator on o^o(^ ) ^^'^ 
I ISl I = 1. Also 
S[£^(A)] = SiJA) = tx = (Xj^ ):x e iJ^), x^= o] 
is a subspace of t (,A) and 
X M A = il^-lloo in S£ (A) 
Furthermore it is easy to see that 
(1.6.1) S£ (A) ^ S, , 
X = (x^) - y = (y^) = (xj^ -^ x^^^) 
is a linear homeomorphism. It is evident that SZ^(A) and 
£ posesses the same topological properties and hence A and 
-1 preserves the norm that is ||A -1 = 1. If we 
take £ and rs£ (A)] as continuous duals of £ and 
3£ (A), then it is easy to check that 
12 : 
T:[SiijA)]* - ll 
f^ - f = f^ 0 A-1 
is a linear isometry. Thus [S^oo(A)] is equivalent to ^^. 
(see MADDOX [18] ). Similar trends can be used for other spa-
ces. We can show that Sc(A) and c, Sc (A) and c are 
o o 
equivalent as topological spaces and [Sc(A)] = [Sc (A)] = ^,. 
We denote the duals a,3,Y in the following manner: 
00 
(S^^(A))°' = (a = (a, ): Z k|a, | < »} = D, , 
*" k=l *" ^ 
00 
(Si(^)) = (a = (a, ): T. k a is convergent, Z | R. | < ^} = D„, 
" k=l " k=l '^  
and 
n «, 
(S£^(A))^ = {a = (a^):sup| Z k a^| < -, Z |R^| < °°} = D3 
n k=l k=l 
where 
R, = Z a , k , , V 
v = k+l 
It is easy to check, 
(S£^(A))^ = (Sc(A))^, for t = a,3 or y. 
: 13 
c 
If we take E to be one of the sequence spaces Ji^(A), 
(A) or c (A), then (SE) = E^, for t = a,6 or y. 
REMARK: For other important matrix classes we refer papers 
due to M. STIEGLITZ and H. TIETZ [32] and for the classes of 
type (E,F(p)) and (E(p),F) we refer K.G. GROSSERDMAN [7]. 
1.7. RESUME: We give here a brief resume of the subsequent 
chapters, in order to demonstrate how these lines of research 
have been followed and to mention the contributions contained 
in this thesis. In Chapter II, we have given extension of 
some well known sequence spaces c (p) and o^o'^ P^  ^° ^ (^ P>s) 
and £ (n.s") for s > o resoec ti vely. An alternate settin" 
is also given to find such extensions in general. Chapter III 
has been dealt with a new type of sequence space called 
difference Cesaro sequence space of bounded type for the 
difference sequence 
Ax = (Axj^) = (Xj^- x^^^). 
We further find its 3-dual and some matrix transformations 
for this sequence space. In Chapter IV, we have introduced 
and studied the difference Cesaro sequence spaces of nonabso-
lute type for the second difference sequence A x = (Ax, -Ax, ). 
^ k k+K 
: 14 : 
Chapter V, is further continuation of sequence spaces of type 
E(A^), where A^ x = (k'^A^x ), o < r £ 1, and E = ". , c or 
c . In Chapter VI, we have introduced and studied the sequence 
spaces of type E(A ) for the n-th difference A x = 
(A X, - A X, , ) . Each chapter deals with some new sequence k k+1 
spaces, their duals and matrix transformations. At the e.id 
of the thesis we have given a fairly exhaustive bibliography 
of the publications to which references have been made in 
respective chapters. 
i "W mm F ¥ i II m u 
XTENSION OF Co(P) AND 1 (P) 
oo 
CHAPTER ri 
EXTENSION OF c (p) AND l (p) 
0 00 
2.1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES. 
In 1979, E. BULUT and 0. CAKAR [2] gave an extension of 
the space £(p) to £(p,s) and then in 1991, P.M. KHAN and 
M.A. KHAN [10] extended the space Ces(p) to Ces(p,s). Kothe 
Toeplitz duals of these spaces were also obtained. 
£(p,s):= (xrl k"^|x, I ' ' < - } , 
k ^ 
6 s(q -1) -^k/p q 
£^(p,s):= M(p,s) = [ail k " N "la, [ " < - } , 
k ^ 
and 
°° _ 1 P 
C e s ( p , s ) : = {x: Z ( 2 ^ ) ^ - ^ Z \ x ^ \ ) •" < »} , 
r = o 2 r 
o °° s(qi.-i) q - q 
Ces'^Cp.s):=M(q,s) = {a: Z (2"") " (2'"max!a|^| '^ N '" < «^ 1 
r = o r 
In this c h a p t e r , we def i n e and study some new s e q u e n c e 
spaces c^(p,s) and £^(p,s) for a sequence p = (p ) with 
p, > 0 and s ^  0, and also find their Kothe-Toeplitz duals. 
16 
For the sequence spaces of this kind, we give an alternative 
setting through which we find their Kbthe-Toeplitz duals and 
some classes of matrices of the type (X(p,s),^^) and 
(X(p,s),c) where X(p,s) is any one of the sequence spaces 
£(p,s), Ces(p,s), c^(p,s) or ljp,s). For s ^ O , define 
o 
and 
-si ,Pk 1 
c (p,s):= {x:k |x,| -*-0}, 
O K 
-s, ,Pk 
£^(p,s):= {x:sup k ^\x^\ ' ' < » } , 
for p = (pj^ ) with pj^  > 0. 
If (Pj,) is bounded, then these are topological linear spaces 
paranormed by 
;(x) = sup k I X, I 
k ^ 
where M = max(l, sup p, ) 
.k ^ 
2.1.1. ALTERNATIVE METHOD. 
let cs be the space of all convergent series. For 
arbitrary x,y e s, we put xy = (X|^.y|^). If X C s, then 
: 17 ; 
t h e 3 - d u a l of X i s d e n o t e d b ' 
X : = la = ( a , ) : ax £ Cs ; k 
Let U be the space of all sequences u £ s such that u,5^  0 
(k = 1,2,...)- For u £ U, we define the sequence u by 
(u ^ ) ^ = ^  (k = 1,2,3,...) 
k 
and for X c; s, u £ U, we put 
(2.1.1.1) 
Obviously 
(2.1.1.2) 
X := (x £ s : xu £ X} 
u 
(X^)^ = (X^ _!• 
u 
Similarly, if for u £ U and arbitrary infinite matrix A, 
we write 
Au = (a , u, ) 
nk k 
n , k 
t h e n o b v i o u s l y 
( 2 . 1 . 1 . 3 ) A £ (X^ ,Y) i f and o n l y i f A _^ £ (X.Y) 
^vr-^"^i^-^\i 
v>\ 
j^f Arc . Vo ) >^ ^ \ 
2.2. MAIN RESULTS: 
In this section, we state the following results. 
THEOREM 2.2.1. Let PK > 0 for every k. Then c^(p,s; 
M (p , s), where 
s/Pi^ - 1 / P K 
M (p,s):= U {a:Z k |a, | N "^  < °°) . 
° N>1 k " 
p 
THEOREM 2.2.2 Let Pu > 0 for every k. Then ^^(p,s) = 
Moo^^P'^)' where 
s/p, 1/p. 
M^(p,s):=n {a:I k U. I N '^  < °°} . 
N>1 k 
THEOREM 2.2.3.(a). Let PK > 0 for every k. Then 
A e (2.^(p,s) ,£^) if and only if 
s/Pj^  1/Pj^  
sup Ik a , N < °o 
^ , ' nk' 
n k 
for every integer N > 1. 
(b) Let p, > 0 for every k. Then A e (£^(p,s),c) 
if and only if 
s/p,^  1/p^ 
(i) Z k |a , I N converges uniformly in n, 
k 
for all integers f^ > 1 , 
19 : 
(ii) a , -^ 0. (n -> °°, k fixed) 
^ nk k 
THEOREM 2.2.4. (see E. BULUT and 0. CAKAR [2]) 
(a) If 1 "^  PI, £ sup p. "^  °° for every k. Then 
k 
A £ ()l(p,s),^ ) if and only if there exists an integer N > 1 
such that 
(i) sup S a , "^  N k " < °°. 
, nk 
n k 
(b) Let p = (pj^ ) be as in (a). Then A £ (£(p,s),c) 
iF and only if Condition (i) holds and 
(ii) a , ->• a, (n -»•«', k fixed). 
^ nk k 
THEOREM 2.2.5. (see P.M. KHAN and M.A. KHAN [10]) 
(a) Let 1 < p £ sup p < °°. Then A £ (Ces( p, s) , £^) 
r 
if and only if there exists an integer V > 1 such that 
" r 'Ir r ^^^^k-l) " V 
(i) sup Z (2 maxja^j^l) "(2 ) ^ N '^  < «>. 
n r = o r 
(b) Let p = (p ) be defined as m (a). Then 
A £ (Ces(p,s),c) if and only if Condition (i) and 
20 
(ii) a , ->- a, (n ->• °°, k fixed) hold, 
^ nk k 
2.3. COROLLARIES 
In this section we deduce the following corollaries 
COROLLARY 2.3.1. Define u = (Uj^ ) by 
(2.3.1.1) u, = ] , s > 0, k = 1,2, 
k s/p -
k " 
Therefore, by (2.1.1.1), we have i(p,s) = (^(p)) , c (p,s) = 
(c^(p))^, ^^(p.s) = (ii^(p))^, and, by (2.1.1.2), £^(p,s) = 
(£^(p)) _j= M(p,s), c^(p,s) = (c^(p)) _j== M^(p,s), ll(p,s) = 
u u 
u 
COROLLARY 2.3.2. Define u = (u ) by 
-s/p 
(2.3.2.1) u^= (2"") '', s ^  0, r = 0,1, 
We have 
and 
Ces(p,s) = (Ces(p))^, 
Ces (p,s) = (Ces (p)) _j= u(q,s) 
u 
21 
2,4. PROOFS 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2.1. Let a £ M (p,s) and x £ c (D,S) 
o o 
Then 
s/p, ^1/p, 
(2.4.1) Ik *" la, i N < -, 
k " 
for some integer N > 1 and 
-s, ,Pk (2.4.2) k I^xj^ l "^  < N ^  
for all sufficiently large k. Therefore, by (2.4.2) 
, , ^^Pk -^^Pk la^xj < |aj k N 
and using (2.4.1), we have 
y l a x I < 00 
f l^k^k' 
k 
i.e. a e c (p,s). Hence M (p,s)C c (p,s). 
Conversely, let x e c (p,s)\ M (p,s). Then, for 
X £ c (p,s} 
o ^ 
(2.4.3) Z a^x^ 
k 
and there exists an integer N > 1 such that 
22 : 
s/p, -l/Pk 
C2.4.4) Z k "^  la. I N "^  = °o. 
k " 
Define x = (x, ) with x, = (sgn a, ) k (k + 1) • We 
see that 
-q Pk 1 k |x, I *" = r^- "^0 as k ^ °°. 
' k' k+1 
i.e. X £ c (p.s) but 
o 
s/p -1/p 
Z a.x, = I |a, I k (k+1) '^  = oo, by (2.4.4) 
k ^ " k ^ 
which contradicts (2.4.3) and hence x £ M (p,s). Therefore 
o 
c^(p,s)C M^(p,s) 
This completes the proof of the theorem 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2.2. Let a £ M^(p,s) and x £ £^(p,s) 
-s Pk Choose an integer N > max (1, sup k |x | ). Then 
k '^• 
s/p, 1/p, 
\Z a^xj < L k ''laj N ^ < -, 
k k 
i.e. a £ £^(p,s) and hence M^(p,s)C £^(p,s). 
Conversely, let a £ £^(p,s)\ M^(p,s). Then there 
exists an integer N > 1 such that 
23 : 
(2.4.5) Ik la. I N 
k ^ 
00 
Define x = (x, ) by x, = (sgn a, ) k N . It is easy 
to see that x £ ^oo^P'^) ^"^ ^ ^ k^k ^ °° (using (2.4.5)). 
k 
Hence £f(p,s) M^(p,s). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2.3. Using setting (2.1.1.1) and (2.1.1.3) 
of Section 2.1.1; and define u = (u, ) by (2.3.1.1)'. We have 
A e (iJp,s),ZJ if and only if A _^ z {^Jv)AJ 
u 
and 
A £ (^^(p,s),c) if and only if A _^  e (il^(p),c). 
u 
Therefore, proof follows easily by Theorem 3 and Corollary 
of lASCARIDES and MADDOX [14]. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2.4. These are the results due to BUIUT 
and CAKAR [2] which can be obtained as an easy consequences 
of (2.1.1.I),(2.1.1.3), (2.3.1.1) and t^ e results due to 
LASCARIDES and MADDOX [14] for A e (^ (p),i<^ ) and 
A e (Up),c) 
24 : 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2.5. Using the results of LIM [16] for 
A e (Ces(p),ii ) a ad A £ (Ces(p),c) and if u = (u ) is 
defined by (2.3.2.1) for (2.1.1.1) and (2.1.1.3), the proof 
follows directly. 
m 
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DIFFERENCE CESARO SEQUENCE 
SPACES OF BOUNDED TYPE 
CHAPTER III 
DIFFERENCE CESARO SEQUENCE SPACES OF BOUNDED TYPE 
3.1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
For p = (p, ) with p, > 0, we write (see [14], [31]) 
c^o(P):= x^ = (x ): sup |x I ^ < -j 
^ k>l " 
C.G. LASCARIDES and I.J. MADDOX [14] have shown that 
00 00^ ^^^P^= M„(p), where 
1/p 
M<„(p):=n ia:l |a, |N '^ < -} 
N=2 k 
The main object of this chapter is to define and study 
the difference Cesaro sequence spaces of bounded type. We 
define the following sequence space: 
ACes^(p):={x = (x^):o(x) e ijp)}, 
where 
o(x) = (a (x)) is defined by 
: 26 : 
1 "" 
a (x):= j - I Ax. 
n 1 
and call this new sequence space as the Cesaro difference 
sequence space of bounded type. We also investigate its B-dual 
and determine the matrices of classes (ACes (p),E) and 
(E, ACes_(p)) where E denotes i^, c or c . 
Let us define the operator SrACes (p) ^ ACes (p) by 
X ->• Sx = (0, x„, x„,...)- It is clear that S is a bounded 
linear operator on ACes^(p) with ||S|| = 1. Furthermore 
S(ACes^(p)): = {x = (x,^ ):xj = 0} 0 ACes^(p). 
3.2. MAIN RESULTS: 
In this section, we state the following results. 
THEOREM 3.2.1. x = (x^ )^ e S(ACes^(p)) if and only if 
THEOREM 3.2.2. (S(ACes^(p))f ^ D^, where 
D^:={a = (aj^ ):(kaj^ ^^ ) e M^(p)}, 
1/p. 
:=n {a = (a ):?:|ka |N < -} . 
N=2 " k ^^^ 
: 27 
THEOREM 3.2.3. A e (ACes^(p),E) if andonly if 
(i) (a^^) e E , 
(ii) B £ (£^(p),E), 
where B = (b ,) = (ka ) for all n,k. 
nK n J Kx1 
THEOREM 3.2.4. A e (E.ACes^Cp)) if and only if 
(i) 2 )a f < °o, for each n, 
k = l ^^ 
(ii) D e (E, ajp)), 
where D = (d^ ^^ ) = \ (a^^- a.^^^^) for all i.k, 
3.3. PROOFS: 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.2.1. Since a (x) = - Z Ax, = - - ^ ^ 
n^ ' n , 1 k k = l 
x^  
n 
X e S(ACes^(p)) if and only if a(x) £ ^^(p), therefore 
X ^ 
X e S(ACes (p)) if and only if (~^^-^) e Z (p), i.e. 
, ^ k + i Pk ^ 
s u p I — j — I < ». 
k ^ 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.2.2. Suppose that a e (S(ACes^( p)))^. Then 
the series I a.Xj^  is convergent for each x e S(ACes^(p)). 
k 
28 : 
Now, for each x £ S( ACes^oCp)) , 
(3.3.1) 2a,X, = 2 a, X, = l a , , x, , 
k=l '^  "^  k=2 ^ ^ k=l ^^^ ^-"^ 
00 
- 2 ka 
k=l k + 1 k' 
where 
1 K X, -
t. = - Z Ax = ^ , Ck = 1,2,...). Therefore, 
i = l ^ k k 
by Theorem 3.2.1 the series (3.3.1) converges for all 
t = (tj,) ^ ^ J P ) - Hence the sequence (kaj^^^) e £f(p) = MJp), 
i.e. a e D,. 
Conversely, suppose that a £ D,, then for each 
X e S(ACesJp)), 
(3.3.2) 
oo ^ X 
Z a, X, = Z — ; — ka, , 
, 1 k k , , k k+1 k=l k=l 
Let N > max ( 1 , | tj^  | } . Then 
I |a X I < Z |ka IN 
k=l ^ " k=l '^"'"^  
1/p, 
< 00. 
Therefore, the series Z a^x, is absolutely convergent for 
k=l ^ " 
each X £ S(ACes^(p)). Hence a £ (S("ACes,^(p)) )'^. 
This completes the proof of the theorem 
29 : 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.2.3. Suppose A e (ACes^(p),E). Therefore, 
00 
the series 2 a , x, is convergent for each n and for all 
, 1 nk k ° k = l 
X e ACes„(p); and Ax £ E. Since x = (1,0,0,...) e ACes^(p), 
we get Ax = (A (x)) = (a ,) e E, that is, condition (i) 
follows. Further, by Theorem 3.2.2, (ka , ,) £ '^ oo(P)' ^°^ 
every n. Moreover, for all x e S( ACes^ ^^ jCp)) C ACes^Cp), and 
for all n 
A (x) = Z a , , x , , = - Z k a . ^ t , 
n^ n,k+l k+1 n,k+l k 
k+1 is convergent for all t = (t, ) £ ^oo^P)' where t,= - —r—, 
(k = 1,2,...). Hence B £ (^„(p),E). 
Sufficiency: Suppose that the Conditions(i) and (ii) 
hold and x £ ACes^(p). Define x = (x,) by 
Xj , k = 1 
^k = 
y^  . k ^ 2, 
where y = (yj^ ) £ S(ACes^(p)). Therefore 
An(^ ) = %1 ^l\l^ \k k^ 
30 
nl 1 , 1 n,k+1 k k=l 
y 
where t.= - -Y*"^ and t = (tj^ ) e ^^(p) by Theorem 3.2.1. 
Now (i) and (ii) together imply that A (x) exists for each 
X e ACes^(p) and A e (ACes^(p), E). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.2.4. Sufficiency is trivial. For necessity 
suppose that A e (E, ACes^(p)). Then, the series 
00 
A (x) = Z a , X, converges for each n and all x e E; 
n^  ^ , , nk k ^ k=l 
and Ax = (A (x)) £ ACes (p). Since £ = c^ = c^ = £,. 
Condition (i) follows immediately. Further, we observe that 
i i AA^(x) ={(A^(x)- A.^^(x)) 
n=i 
= E — [a,,- a., ,] X, = D.(x). 
, 1 •• Ik 1 + 1 .k-" k 1^ ^ 
Therefore (D^(x)) e £^(p) <==> (A^(x)) c ACes^(p), so that, 
D £ (E, £^(p)), that is (ii) holds. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
mmm j ^ ] | P Icl m 
DIFFERENCE CESARO SEQUENCE 
SPACES OF NON-ABSOLUTE TYPE 
CHAPTER IV 
DIFFERENCE CESARO SEQUENCE SPACES OF 
NON-ABSOLUTE TYPE 
4.1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES: 
In 1970,J.S. SHIUE [30] introduced Cesaro sequence spaces 
«> n n 1/P 
Ces : = {x = (x, ): lUI I =( I ~ I \x. \^) < °°, 1 < p < °°1 
P ^ ' P n = l " k=l "^  
and 
1 " Ces^: = {x = (x, ): I |x| L = sup - I |x, | < °°} 
n k=l 
and it was observed that the inclusion 1 C Ces (1 < p < 0°) 
,P P 
is strict. 
In [23] P.N. NG and P.Y. LEE studied the Cesaro sequence 
space X of non-absolute type 
X : = {x = (xj^):||x|| = ( M ^ ^ \\^) ^< °°. 1 1 P < -} 
and 
P K '• " p „^i .. ^ ^1 
X«,:=(x = (x^):||x||^ = sup |i Z x j < -} 
n>l k=l 
32 
and observed that the inclusion Ces C X , 1 _£ p ^  °°, is 
strict. 
Recently, C. ORHAN [24] extended this idea and studied 
the spaces 
°° , n p 1/p 
X (A): = (x = (x ): llxll = |x | + C Z |^ Z Ax. | ) < °°, 
P " P ^ n=l " k=l " 
1 f p < <»}, 
and 
X^(A):={x = (x^):||x||^= |x^|+ sup |^ E Axj^  | < -} 
n k = l 
and called these spaces as Cesaro difference sequence spaces 
of non-absolute type. 
The aim of this chapter is to define and study Cesaro 
2 
difference sequence spaces of non-asbolute type X (A ) for 
second difference, i.e. 
00 J-J Q 
X (A2):={X = (X ): Z |^ I A^x. | < o,, i < p < oo} ; 
P *" n = l k=l ^ 
and 
X^(A2):=:{X = CX^):SUP|^ Z A^X | < -] ; 
n>l k=l 
33 : 
2 
w h e r e A x, = Ax, - Ax, , . Le t us d e f i n e k k k+1 
( 4 . 1 . 1 ) \\x\\ =\x \+\x \+( Z 1^ Z A^x I ) , 1 < p < CO. 
'P ^ ^ n = l " k=l ^ 
and 
( 4 . 1 . 2 ) l l x I L ^= |x | + | x 1+ s u p l ^ I A^x | . 
^' ^ ^ n>l " k=l ^ 
REMARK 1. The spaces X (A^), 1 j£ p < °° and X^(A^) are Banach 
spaces with the norms defined by (4.1.1) and (4.1.2) respectively. 
REMARK 2. We see that the sequence x = (1,2,3,...) e X (A) 
but does not belong to X ; and also the sequence 
2 
X = (1,2,4,7,11,...) e X (A ) but does not belong to X (A). 
Hence we have the following strict inclusion relations for 
1 <_ p £ «>, 
Ces C X C X (A) C X (A^). 
P P P P 
2 2 Let us define the operator S:X (A ) ->• X (A ) as 
^ P P 
X ->- Sx = (0, 0, x„ , x , , . . . ) for x = (x , , x„ , x„ , . . . ) . It is easily 
2 
seen that S is a bounded linear operator on X (A ) with 
I I Si I = 1; a n d 
34 
S(Xp(A2)):=Xp(A2) n {(xj^):x^= x^^ 0} 
2 
is a subspace of X (A ), 1 _< p £ «>. 
2 
In this chapter we determine the &-dual of S(X (A )) 
2 2 
and characterize the matrix classes (X (A ),E) and (E,X (A )), 
1 _< p _< °°; where E is any one of the spaces £ , c or c . 
For the classes (£ ,E) and (E,I ) , we refer M. STIEGLITZ 
^ p p 
and H. TIETZ [32]. 
4.2. MAIN RESULTS: 
In this section, we state the following results. 
THEOREM 4.2.1. (SCX (A^)))^ = D^, where 
D^: = {a = (^\^^'(^^\,+2^ ^ ^q' P~^+ l^~^ = ^' 1 < P < °°1 • 
THEOREM 4.2.2. A e (X (A^),E), 1 < p <_ °°, if and only if 
(i) (a ) and (a „) e E, 
n 1 nz 
(ii) B e (£p,E); 
where B = (b , ) = (ka , „) for all n,k. 
nk ^ n,k+2 
35 
THEOREM 4.2.3. A e (E,X (A^)), 1 j< p j< «', if and only if 
00 
(i) Z Is K I '^  °° fo^ ^ each n, 
k = l "" 
(ii) B e (E.ilp); 
where B = (b ,) = — (a,,- a^,+ a „ ,) for all m,k. 
mk m Ik 2k m+2,k 
4.3. LEMMAS AND COROLLARIES 
In this section we give a lemma which is used in proving 
our main results. We have also deduced some corollaries from 
our main results on g-dual of our space for different p. 
X 
LEMMA 4.3.1. x e S(X (A^)) if and only if (-^^) e Z , p ^ ^ n p 
1 < p < «>; n = 1,2,.... 
The proof is trivial^since 
/ / o 1 i \ 1 t- A2 1 2 n + 2 n+2 ^ ( 4 . 3 . 1 . 1 ) — i A X, = = , Xi=» x„ = 0 
^ n , , k n n l 2 k= l 
f o r X e S(X ( A ^ ) ) 
COROLLARY 4 . 3 . 2 . ( S ( X j ( A ^ ) ) ) ^ = d^ 
where 
d^:= [a = a^: (^a^^^) e IJ . 
36 
9 R 
COROLLARY 4.3.3. (S( X^( A^) ) )*^  = D^, 
where 
REMARK 3. CS(X (A^)))^ = (X (A^))^, 1 ^  p £ <». 
4.4. PROOFS. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4.2.1. Suppose that a = (a ) e (S(X (A^))^, 
k p 
oo 
2 
0 < p < 0°. Then T. ^u^i- converges for each x e S(X (A )). 
k=l " " P 
Hence for each x e S(X (A^)) 
(4.4.1) Z a^x^ = I a^x^ = ^ a^ x ,= ^ ka t^, 
k=l k=3 k=l k=l 
where 
ti^ = - ^ = I X A^x. (by(4.3.1.1), k = 1.2,... 
i = l 
Now, by Lemma 4.3.1, the series (4.4.1) converges for all 
t = (t, ) e £ , 1 < p < 0°. Therefore, the sequence (ka, „) £ k' p '^  ' H \ k + 2 
I . Hence a e D,. 
q 1 
2 
Conversely, if a e D., then for each x e S(X (A )), 
1 < p < 
37 
oo *^ X 
(4.4.2) S a x = Z - | ^ ka 
k=l k=l ^ 
Again by Lemma 4.3.1 and the use of Holders inequality give 
that the series (4.4.2) is absolutely convergent. Hence 
a £ (S(Xp(A2)))^ 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4.2.2. Necessity: A £ (X ( A 2 ) , E ) , 1 < p £ °°, 
00 
p r o v i d e s the convergence of the s e r i e s A (x) = 2 a , x, for 
n I -1 n K K k=l 
each n and for all x e X (A^); and Ax = (A (x)) e E. 
Condition (i) follows from the fact that the sequences 
(1,0,0,...) and (0,1,0,0,...) e X (A^). Now, by Theorem 4.2.1, 
the sequence (ka ,,^) £ ^ for every n. Moreover, for 
every n. 
A (x) = Z a . x , = Z a , x , = Z a x 
k = l "l^  ^  k = 3 "'^  ^ ^^^^n,M\+2 
for all X e S(Xp(A^))C Xp(A^), 1 < p < <». Hence the series 
A (x) = Z ka t, 
k=l "'*^  + 2 k 
is convergent for all sequences t = (t.) = ( ^^^), (k=lj2,...) 
belonging to i^. Therefore Condition (ii) must hold. 
38 
Sufficiency: Suppose conditions hold and x e X (A ), 
1 < p < L e t us d e f i n e x = ( x , ) by 
x^ , k = 1 , 
y , . k > 3.. 
where the sequence y = y. £ S(X (A'^)). Now 
K p 
A ( x ) = I a , X, = a -, x + a T X „ + I a i yi 
n^ ^ , , nk k n l 1 n2 2 , „ nk-'k 
k=l k=3 
= a , x , + a ^x + Z ka , ,o t , 
n i l n2 2 , , n , k + 2 k k = l 
k+2 
where (t.) = (—r—) e ^ by Lemma A.3.]. By (i) and (ii), 
iC K P 
2 
we see that A (x) exists for each x e X (A ) and therefore 
n ' P 
A e (Xp(A2),E), 1 < p £ «>. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4.2.3. Necessity: (i) follows from the fact 
that i^ = c^ = c^= i , . Now, since Ax £ X (A^) 
00 0 1 P 
m=l n=l m=l 
39 
for a l l X e E and 1 £ P £ °°f where 
— (A, Cx)-A„(x) + A , T ( X ) ) = Z — ( a , , - a _ , + a „ , ) x , 
m l 2 m+2 , _ , m Ik 2k m+2,k k 
and set B = (b ,)= — (a,,- a„,+ a „ , ) . Hence (ii) 
mk m Ik 2k m+2,k 
follows. 
Sufficiency: It is trivial. 
This completes the proof of the theorem 
•fi iiPffii 
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CHAPTER V 
SEQUENCE SPACES OF THE TYPE E(A'') 
5.1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES. 
In 1987j SARIGOL [28] defined the following sequence 
spaces for r < 1, 
£ (A ):= {x:A x e Ij , 
00 ^  J* ' r 00 ' 
c(A ):= {x:A x e c}, 
and 
c (A ):= {x:A x ec }; 
o r r o 
and showed that these spaces are Banach spaces with norm 
x| 1^  = |xj 1+ sup|A^x| , 
r k 
where Ax=:k Ax. 
r 
In this chapter, we define and study the following 
sequence spaces. For 0 < r £ 1, write Ax = (k'^ A^ x, ) = 
(k^(Ax^-Ax^^^)) 
41 
and 
C(A2):= {xrA^x e c) , 
^ r r 
c (A^):= (xrA^x e c }. 
o r r 0 
For 0 < r < 1, 
E ( A 2 ) C E(A2), 
where E = 5. , c or c 
Let us define the operator 
(5.1.1) 
by X -^ Sx = (0,0,x„ ,x^, . . . ) , 
then S is a bounded linear operator on £ (A ) with ||S 
^ 00 ^  J- ' ' ' 
Furthermore, 
M = 1 
Si (A^):= {x:x e £ (A^), x,= x„= 0} 
:= £^(Ap n (x = (x^):x^= x.,= 0} 
: A2 
and Sii^(A^) is a subspace of ^^(^'^) 
Again, let us define, for 0 < r J^  1 
(5.1.2) A2:S£^(A2) > £^  
by 
A^x = y = (y^) = (k^A^Xj^) e i^ 
It can be seen that it is a linear homeomorphism. So that 
2 
SJl (A ) and S,^ are equivalent as topological spaces, and 
I |A I I = I|A 11 = 1. In this way, it can be shown that 
2 
S E ( A ) and E are equivalent as topological spaces, where 
E = l^, c, c^. 
5.2. MAIN RESULTS 
In this section, we state the following results 
THEOREM 5.2.1. ^^(A^) is a BK-space, normed by 
M x M :=|x | + |x l + llk^'A^xll^, 0 < r < 1 
A ^ '- ^ 
THEOREM 5.2.2. Let 0 < r < 1. Then 
(a) [S£^(A2)]°' = D^, 
43 
(b) [SlJ^p] = D2 
where 
k-2 
D , : = U (a = (a ) : ^ Z |a | ( I ^ ) < -} , 1 . ,^ , k N j^^j k .^^ .r 
N>1 
and 
1 " ^-^ 1 
D ^ : = 0 { a = ( a . ) : ^ E a ( E — ) conve rges 
^ N>1 ^ ^ k=l " j = l j " ^ 
and I Z ( | \ | / k O < »} . 
^ k=l ^ 
where 
R = Z a. and R, = E R , 
ra . , 1 k , , ra i=m+l m=k+l 
THEOREM 
only if 
5.2.3. Let 0 < r < 1. Then A £ (£ (A ),E) if and 
1 "^ -2 1 (ii) E a ,(— E — ) is convergent for each n, (N > 1); 
k=l ""^  ^  j = l j'^ 
(iii) K £ (ii^.E); 
44 
where 
and 
Y = ^ a . , 
'nm . , , ni i = m+l 
00 
T . = Z y , 
n,k , , 'nm 
m=k;+l 
R = (-^) 
5.3. LEMMAS 
In this section we state some lemmas which will be used 
to prove our main theorems. 
LEMMA 5.3.1. (see KIZMAZ [11]). Let (P ) be a sequence 
of positive numbers increasing monotonically to infinity. If 
00 
Z P, a, is convergent, then 
k=l '^  " 
lim P Z a, = 0, 
n , k 
n k=n+l 
LEMMA 5.3.2. (see STIEGLITZ and TIETZ [32]) k c (i ,Z ) 
L J / ^ 00 ' 0 0 ' 
if and only if 
A| ! = sup Z |a^ l^  I < 00. 
n k 
: 45 
LEMMA 5.3.3. (see STIEGLITZ and TIETZ [32]). A e (^ oo'^ ) i^ 
and only if 
(i) I I A M < °°. 
(ii) lira a , exists for all k. 
^ nk 
5.4. PROOFS: 
PROOF OF THEOREM 5.2.1. Let (x") be a Cauchy sequeiice in 
£^(A ), where x = (x.) = (x^,x„,...) for each n e N. Then 
||x -X I I ->• 0 as n,m ^ °°. This implies that 
|xJ-x™| + |x^-x^| + |lk"A2(x;;-x^)IL - 0 (n.m - -) . 
It follows that, as m, n ->• 
n m I „ Xj-x^I ^ 0, 
n m I „ 
x„-x 1^-0, 
and 
r,r | , n m , „ / n m ^ , n ra ,i> 
sup{k l(x,-x^)-2(x^^^-x^^^).(x,^2-^k+2)l^ -^O' 
Since, for each k e IN 
46 
'^^(-l-\)i 1 ^' '^'cx;;-x™) 
( 5 . 2 . 1 . 1 ) 
< s u p { k n A 2 ( x ^ . x ; j ) 
k 
->• 0, as m, n -•• 
Therefore, as n,m -^  °° 
(x^-Xj^)-2(x^^j-x^^j) + (x^^2-^k+2^'' " ° 
7 O 
for each k £ If. Hence we find that (^ r,) = (x, ,x, ,...) is 
a Cauchy sequence in C, and so that lim x, = x, in C for 
in 
each k £ N. From (5.2.1.1), we have 
n ra 
^'''(<-\^-'(<.r\.i^^(\.2-\.2^^> >o 
as n, m ->- '^, for each k £ IN. Therefore, for every £ > 0 
there exists N = N(£) such that for all n,ra 2. ^  ^nd for 
all k £ (N, 
k l(xk-x^)-2(xj^^px^^^) + (x^^2-^k+2)l < -^
Now, fix n > N and let m ^  °° 
' ^ ' l ( ^ k - \ > - 2 ( ^ + r ^ + i ) + ( < + 2 - \ + 2 ) l - ' 
kl 
I t f o l l o w s t h a t 
sup(k i(x;;-x^)-2(x;;^^-X|^^^)+(x;;^2-^k+2^'^ -"• 
Also, we find that 
x,-x I _< e and |x -x j _< e for n ^  N. 
Hence | |x -x | | _< 3e, i.e. x" -> x (n -»- °°), where x = (x, ) 
A ^ 
Also, we see that 
k^lA^Xj^l < k'^lA^xlJu k'|A2(x5;-x^) 
< k^'lA^xJl + l |x^-xM „ -> 0 (k > -) 
2 2 
This implies that x £ i (^ ) . Hence i (A ) is a Banach 
space. Furthermore, we have 
X -x j j •> 0 (n ->• oo) 
A^ 
implies that 
x,-x I ->• 0 (n -> oo), for each k £ IN 
Therefore, £ (A ) is a BK-space 
This completes the proof of the theorem, 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 5.2.2. (a) Let a £ D and x e S^i^CA^). 
r ? 
Then (k A'x, ) £ £„. We can choose N > 1 such that 
0 1 0 1 
!k A X, I < TjT which implies that ) A x, | < for each k. 
k N k ,^ r^ 
Therefore 
k-2 2 
X, = Z A X .-X, + x„, k . , J 1 2 
k-2 „ 
= Z A^ x . (since x,= x.= 0), 
1 ^-2 1 
- N . , ./ 
and we have 
00 CO k — 2 
k=l " *" k = l " ^ j = l ji-
lt follows that a e [S£ (A^)]°'. 
•- 00 ^  r 
2 ct 
Conversely, let a e [S£^(A )] . Then for any 
oo 
X e S£ (A ), Z la, X, I < °o. Let us assume that a t T), 
00^ r ' 1 k k ' 1 k=l 
Then 
1 "^ -2 1 
^ k '' j = l j-^  
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k-2 
Since X = (i I -1) e SJi^(A^), and so ^ia.x | = °°. This 
j = l j^ "" k "^  "^  
2 c 
contradicts that a e [S^^(A )J . Hence, we must have a £ D, 
(b) Let a e D2 and x e S^^CA^). Then (k^A^x^^) e i^. 
We can choose a positive integer N > 1 such that 
r 2 1 I k A X, I < 77. Now, we have k' N 
ra ra-2 ^ „ _ m-2 m-1 
(5.2.2.1) Z a,X, = Z R. A^x.-R , Z A-x.+ R Z Ax.. 
, , k k . , 1 1 m-1 . , 1 m . , 1 k=l 1=1 1=1 1=1 
Since 
00 °° °° IR I 
Z |R. I lA^x. I < E (R. I - J - = i- Z — i - < °°, 
. ' 1 ' ' 1 ' - . , ' 1' ,. r N . . . r 1=1 1=1 Ni 1=1 1 
it follows that the first term on the right of (5.2.2.1) is 
absolutely convergent. Now, by Lemma 5.3.1, the convergence 
1 ^-^ 1 
of -jT Z a, ( Z — ) implies that the second and third terms on 
the right of (5.2.2.1) tend to zero as m ->• °°. Hence Z a.x, 
k 
2 
is convergent for each x e S£ (A ) which implies that 
a e [SH (A^)J^. 
2 S Conversely, let a £ [S£^(A )] . Then for any 
X e S£. (A ), Z a.x, IS convergent. Now, since 
<» r , k k k 
; 50 
k-2 
X = (|: I — ) e Sii^CA^), it follows that 
1 ^-^ 1 
is convergent. Further, by Lemma 5.3.1, we have 
^ m-2 
(5.2.2.2) lira R . Z — ^ = 0, 
m-i . . .,. r 
m 1=1 Ni 
and 
(5.2.2.3) 
m-1 
lira R Z — ^ = 0, 
ra 1=1 Ni 
since x = (^  Z — ) £ Sii (A^) C S^ <^ (A ). Thus from (5.2.2.1), 
'^  2 (5.2.2.2) and (5.2.2.3) we have I R, A x. is convergent for 
k 
all X e Si (A^). We write 00 ^  r 
Z 1, A^x, = Z (^)(k^A^x,J, 
k "^  ^ k k^ 
so that 
< oo. 
k k 
since (k^A x, ) e £ . Hence, for N > 1 
^ k^ 00 
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1 I'^kl 
Z < 00. 
^ k k^ 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
REMARK. We can see that 
for t = a or 3 . 
PROOF OF THEOREM 5.2.3. Necessity. Let A E (^„(AJ),E). 
Then the series A (x) = E a , x, converges for each n and 
n , nk k ^ k 
2 
Ax = (A (x)) E E for each x £ £^(A ). Condition (i) follows 
from the fact that the sequences (—, 0,0,...) and 
(0, ^, 0,0,...) belong to £^(A^), where ¥ >_ 1. Since 
X = (^  I — ) £ S£ (A^) c I (A^), 
N . , .^  °° r^ 00^  r 
c o n d i t i o n ( i i ) h o l d s . Now, u s i n g ( 5 . 2 . 2 . 1 ) , we h a v e 
m - 2 ^ „ m-2 „ m-1 
A ( m , x ) = Z Y ' . A x . - 7 , E A x . + Y E A x . . 
n . , n i 1 n , m - l . , i nm . , i 
1=1 1=1 1=1 
Taking limit as m •> °o, and using Condition (ii) together 
with Lemma 5.3.1, we have 
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Y 
lira A (m,x) = A (x) = E Y , A^x = Z (.JlK) (\^r ^2^ ^^ 
ra k k k 
r 2 Define the sequence y = (y. ) by y,= k A x, Co<r<l)- Then 
2 ^ 
X £ £ (A ) implies y E £„, and A (x) = R (y): where 
R = (R,(y)). R,(y) = Z - ^ y. . 
n n k k^  "^  
Hence, by Lemma 5.3.2 and 5.3.3. 'R £ C^ oo'^ ')' that is 
eondition (iii). 
Sufficiency: Let condition (i) to (iii) hold and 
2 
X £ £ (A ). Define x = (x, ) by 
X, , k = 1 , 
k^ =< X2 . k = 2. 
x^ , k > 2, 
o 
w h e r e x = ( x / ) £ SJl (A ) . A g a i n , u s i n g ( 5 . 2 . 1 , 1 ) , we g e t 
K 00 f 
~ 2 A ( x ) = a i X , + a T X _ + Z y , A x,' 
n^ n l 1 n2 2 , nk k 
"^nk r 2 
a I X T + a „x„+ E ( — - ) ( k A x ' ) 
n i l n 2 2 , . r k 
: 53 
Condition (i) and (ii) imply that A (x) exists for each n 
2 ~ 
and X e ^rn(^ )> 3"^ ^ further by (iii), Ax = Ry £ E (as in the 
00 J" 
2 
necessity part). Hence A e (^ oo^ ^ )' ^ ) • 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
mo^ 
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CHAPTER VI 
nth DIFFERENCE SEQUENCES 
6.1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES; 
In 1993, MIKAIL [21] defined the following sequence spaces 
£^(A2): = {X=(XJ^):A2X e i j 
c(^'^): = {x=(x^):^^x e c} 
and 
c (A^): = {x=(x, ):A^x e c } 
o k o 
and showed that these are Banach spaces with norm 
x||^ = |XJ + |X2| + ||A2XM, 
where A^x = (A^ Xj^ ) = (Axj^ -Axj^ ^^ ) 
In this chapter, we define and study the following 
sequence spaces. Write A x = (A x.) = (A x,-A x, ,) 
£ ^ ( A " ) : = {X=(X^):A"X e I j 
C(A"):={X=(X^):A"X e c} 
55 
and 
c ( A " ) : = {X=(X, ):A"X e c ) 
o k o 
It is trivial that !iJ^'^)(Z ^^(^^), c(A^)C C(A") and 
c (A^ ) c c (A") 
o o 
Let us define the operator D:JI^(A") -»- il^ (A'^ ) by 
Dx = (0,0,...,0,x ,,...) where x = (x,,x„,x„,...,x , . . . ) • 
It is trivial that D is a bounded linear operator on ^^(^ ) -
Furthermore the set 
D [ £ ^ ( A " ) ] = Dil^(A") = {x=(x^):x e ij^''),x^ = x^=... = x^= 0} 
is a sub-space of Ji^(A"), and ||x|| ^ = ||A'^X|| is in Dil^(A") 
Now let us define 
A" 
(6.1.1) A":D£^(A") ^ i^, A"X = y = (A"" ^ XJ^-A""^X^^^ ) . 
It can be shown that A is a linear homeomorphism. So 
DJl^ (A ) and £ are equivalent as topological spaces [18] 
ind M A " | | = | | ( A " ) - M | = 1 
Let £^ and [D£^(A )]* denote the continuous duals of 
i and D£ (A ), respectively. It can be shown that 
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T:[D£ (A")] ^ i^ 
f ^ f 0 (A") ^ = f 
A" A" 
is a linear i so me try. So [D^ oo( ^  ) ] is equivalent to ^^ 
[18]. 
In this chapter, we find a-dual of H(A ) and charac-
terize some matrix class (G,H(A )) where G,H are sequence 
spaces ^^ or c. 
6.2. MAIN RESULTS 
In this section we state the following results. 
THEOREM 6.2.1. o^oC'^ "). C(A") and c (A") are Banach spaces 
with norm 
(6.2.1.1) il^M , = ^ |x. | + ||A%M,o-
A" k=l " 
THEOREM 6 . 2 . 2 . [D£ ( A " ) J*^  : ={ a = ( a , ) : Z k" | a | < °°} . 
^ k " 
THEOREM 6.2.3. [Dil^ (A")]°' = [DC(A")]°'. 
THEOREM 6.2.4. 
(i) [Ji^ (A")]°' = [MjA'')f 
(ii) [CCA")]" = [DCCA")]". 
57 : 
THEOREM 6 . 2 . 5 . For X = £ or c , 
oo 
[X(A")]° ' : = {a = (aj^) Z k " | a J < co} 
k 
THEOREM 6.2.6. For x = £ or c, 
k 
THEOREM 6.2.7. A = (a ) e (G, H ( A " ) ) if and only if 
(i) Z|a , I < oo, for each n £ N 
k 
(ii) d e (G,H) where (E = (c^^) = (A^'^a^^-A^-^a^^^ ^  j^ ) 
6.3. LEMMAS 
In this section we state and prove some lemmas which 
will be used to prove our main results. 
LEMMA 6.3.1. The following conditions (a) and (b) are 
equivalent 
(a) sup |A Xj^-A Xj^^^ I < 00 
k 
(b) (i) sup k~^|A""^x, I < 00 
k " 
(ii) sup|A'^"^Xj^-k(k+l)"^Ajj^^^ ! < 00. 
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PROOF. Let suplA"^ ^x - A " ^ X. J < °°. Then 
This implies that sup k |A "x, 1 < °°, and 
k ^ 
|A"-lx^-k(k+r^A"-lx^^j | = lk(k+l)-l(A"-lx^-A"-lx^^j)+(k+l)-^A"-lx^) | = 0(1), 
Now, suppose ( i ) and ( i i ) h o l d . Then 
|A"-lx^-k(k+l)-lA"-lx^^J > k(k+l)- l |A"-- lx^-A"-lx^^^|-(k+l)-^ |A"-lx^ 
implies sup|A ^1,"^ i^r + l I *" °°' 
k 
LEMMA 6.3.2. sup k I ^ x, | < °°, implies sup k | x, | < °°. 
k k 
_2 
PROOF. Let sup k |Ax. | < «>. Then it is trivial 
k " 
that sup k " I A'^  X, I < °°. 
k ^ 
Hence 
k 
n-1 
1^-^ k.il 1 \\^"~^\\ = OCX") 
v=l 
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Since 
x j < X |A " - l x I < | A " - 1 X J + | A " - 2 X J + . . . + | A " - 1 X , k — ' V — 1 2 1 
< Mk + Mk+ . . . + Mk 
< Mk^, 
t h e r e f o r e |x, | = 0(k ) and hence sup k | x, | < 
6.4. PROOFS. 
0 
PROOF OF THEOREM 6.2.1. Let (x ) be a Cauchy sequence in 
n i i a Z n 
£^(A ), where x = (x.) = (x,,x„,...) e i^(^ ) for each n eW, 
Then 
r i J i mi l „ | £ m i i i , n i l , n n i | | ^ ^ n \ 
l | x -X II = Z | x -X | + | | A X -A x \ \ ^ ^ 0 ( £ , m ^ «>) . 
A " k=i 
Hence we obtain 
| x - x I ->-0 ( £ , m ^ < » ) 
Therefore (x.) = (x, ,x, x. ,...) is Cauchy sequence in C, 
Since C is complete, it is convergent. lim x,= x, , say, 
i ^ ^ I for each k e IN. Since (x ) is a Cauchy sequence, for each 
: 60 
e > 0 , t h e r e e x i s t s N = N ( e ) s u c h t h a t 
I x ^ - x " ! < e f o r a l l Ji.iii > N, 
A" 
Hence for fixed M > n, we have 
x^-x™! < e/M.lx^-x^l < e/M....,|x^x^| < £/M, 
and 
A"xf-A"xf I < e for all k e (N and for all m,l > N, k k ~ 
So we have 
1 • I ^ m lira Ix,-x, 
m 
= IxpXjl < e/M 
, . I £ m limIx„-x„ x^-x^l < e/M 
, . I £ m lim x -x 
' n n 
x -X I < £/M. 
n n ' 
This implies 
IIx -xlI < e+e = 2e for all i < N, 
A " 
that is 
X ->• X as £ ->• °o, where x = (x, ). 
61 : 
Since 
n-1 n-l n-1 N n-l N N 
A 
We obtain x e £ (A"). Therefore £ (A") is a Banach space. 
OO 00 
In the same way, it can bt> shown that C(A") and c (A") are 
Banach spaces with the norm defined by (6.2.1.1). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 6.2.2. Let \] :={a = (a.):Z k la. | < oo} 
1 k j^  k 
If a e U,, then 
Zla^x^l = Z k |a,|(k-"|xj) < » 
for each x e D£^(A ), by Lemmas(6.3.1) and (6.3.2). Hence 
a e [D£JA")]°'. Let a e [D£JA")]°'. Then r|a^Xj^| < oo for 
k 
each X e D£ ( A " ) . For the sequence x = (x, ), defined by 
k 
0 , k ^ 1,2,...,n, . . . 
k , k > n, 
We may write 
: 62 : 
Z k"|aj = |aj| + 2"|a | + ...+n"|aJf Z|a^Xj^| < «> 
This implies a £ U.. , because 
Zla.x, |=|aix|+...+|ax |+|a ,x ,|+... 
k 
00 
= 2 k"|aj. 
k=n + l 
PROOF OF THEOREM 6.2.3. Since D C ( A " ) C ^i^(^^), so 
[D^<„(A")]°'C [DCCA")]". Let a e [DC(A'')]°'. Then 
Z|a,x I < «> for each x e D C ( A " ) . 
k 
If we take the sequence x = (x, ) defined by 
X, = k =\ 
0 , k=l,2,...,n, 
k , . k > n, 
then 
E k " | a J = | a i l + 2 ' ' | a 2 l + . . . + n " | a J + 2 | a ^ x J < - . 
K K 
n, ,a This implies that a e [Dil (A )] 
PROOF OF THEOREM 6.2.4. Since di ( A " ) C i ( A " ) , then 
" ~ " ' ' - " • ' • ' - — . - — — •••• 0 0 0 0 
n, -,a [ijA^)f<Z [ D £ ^ ( A " ) ] " ' . Let a e [ D £ ^ ( A " ) ] ° ' and x e i ( A " ) 
Therefore by Lemmas(6.3.1) and (6.3.2) we have 
63 : 
Hence a £ [^^(A")]°'. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 6.2.5. It follows from theorems 6.2.2, 6.2.3, 
and 6.2.4. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 6.2.6. Let U : = {a=(a, ) : sup k |a. | < <"} 
k 
If a £ U^ and x e [X(A")]°', then 
k 
= I k"|x |k "|a I < Z k "|x. |sup k""|a. 1 < °°. -n 
Hence a e [X(A")]°'°'. 
Now suppose that a £ fX(A )j and a ?i U . Then we 
have sup k |a, | = °°. Hence there is a strictly increasing 
k " 
sequence (k(m)) of positive integers k(m) such that 
k (m)|a, , .I > m . We define the sequence x by 
-1 
l^(m)l' ' ^ = k^ -"^  
, k 4 k(m) 
Then we have 
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E k"|x, I = S k"(m) |a, , J ^ < Z ra"" < -^o. 
' k ' \ / I k(m) ' — k m ra 
Thus X £ [X(A )] and Z|a,x, | = T.I = <=°, which is a contra-
k 
diction to a e rX(A")] . Hence a £ U . 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 6-2.7. Sufficiency is trivial. For necessity, 
suppose that A = (a ,) maps G into H(A ) . Then the series 
A (x) = Z a , X, < °° for each n and for all x £ G and 
n^ '^  , nk k k 
(A^(x)) £ H ( A " ) . Since G^ = i^ for 0=1^ or c, then 
Z|a , I < °o for each n £ N. Furthermore, since 
k n ic 
(A (x)) £ H ( A " ) , then 
A"A (X) = Z A"a , X, = Z c , X, = C (x) 
n , nk k , nk k n k k 
for all X £ G. Therefore (C (x)) £ H. Hence C £ (G,H). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
I tol l 
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